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Abstract − We present a nonparametric family of estimators for the tail
index of a Pareto-type distribution when covariate information is available.
Our estimators are based on a weighted sum of the log-spacings between
some selected observations. This selection is achieved through a moving
window approach on the covariate domain and a random threshold on the
variable of interest. Asymptotic normality is proved under mild regularity
conditions and illustrated for some weight functions. Finite sample perfor-
mances are presented on a real data study.
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1 Introduction
In extreme-value statistics, one of the main problems is the estimation of the
tail index associated to a random variable Y . This parameter, denoted by γ,
drives the distribution tail heaviness of Y . For instance, when γ is positive,
the survival function of Y decreases to zero geometrically, and the larger γ is,
the slower is the convergence. Without intending to be exhaustive, we refer
to [16, 19, 29] for a presentation of extreme-value methodology in various
frameworks and to [11] for an overview of the numerous works dedicated
to the estimation of the tail index. Here, we focus on the situation where
some covariate information x is recorded simultaneously with the quantity
of interest Y . In the general case, the tail heaviness of Y given x depends on
x, and thus the tail index is a function γ(x) of the covariate. Such situations
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occur for instance in climatology where one may be interested in how climate
change over years might affect extreme temperatures. Here, the covariate
is univariate (the time). Bivariate examples include the study of extremes
rainfall as a function of the geographical location.
Only a few papers address the estimation of conditional tail index. A
parametric approach is considered in [31] where a linear trend is fitted to the
mean of an extreme-value distribution. We refer to [13] for other examples
of parametric models. More recently, Hall and Tajvidi [24] proposed to mix
a non-parametric estimation of the trend with a parametric assumption on
Y given x. We also refer to [4] where a kind of semi-parametric estimator
is introduced for γ(ψ(β ′x)) where ψ is a known link function and β is inter-
preted as a vector of regression coefficients. Fully non-parametric estimators
are introduced in [12], where a local polynomial fitting of the extreme-value
distribution to the extreme observations is used. In a similar spirit, spline
estimators are fitted in [9] through a penalized maximum likelihood method.
In both cases, the authors focus on univariate covariates and on the finite
sample properties of the estimators. These results are extended in [5] where
local polynomials estimators are proposed for multivariate covariates and
where their asymptotic properties are established for very regular functions
γ(x) (at least twice continuously differentiable).
Similarly to these authors, we investigate how to combine nonparamet-
ric smoothing techniques with extreme-value methods in order to obtain
efficient estimators of γ(x). The proposed method is based on a selection,
thanks to a moving window approach, of the observations to be used in the
estimator of the extreme-value index. This estimator is a weighted sum of
the rescaled log-spacings between the selected largest observations. This
approach has several advantages. From the theoretical point of view, very
few assumptions are made on the regularity of γ(x) and on the nature of
the covariate. A central limit theorem is established for the proposed esti-
mator, without assuming that x is finite dimensional. As an example, we
provide the asymptotic rate of convergence for Lipschitzian functions γ(x)
and multidimensional covariates x. From the practical point of view, the
estimator is easy to compute since it is closed-form and thus does not require
optimization procedures.
Our family of nonparametric estimators is defined in Section 2. In Sec-
tion 3, asymptotic normality properties are established, and links with non-
parametric regression are highlighted. The choice of weights is discussed in
Section 4. We first present two classical choices of weights extending Hill [26]
and Zipf [27, 30] estimators to the conditional case. Next, we address the
problem of obtaining minimum variance and/or asymptotically unbiased es-
timators based on the knowledge of a second order parameter. The practical
difficulties arising when this parameter is unknown are also discussed. An
illustration on real data is provided in Section 5. Proofs are postponed to
Section 6.
2
2 Estimators of the conditional tail index
Let E be a metric space associated to a metric d. We assume that the
conditional distribution function of Y given x ∈ E is, for all y > 0,
F (y, x) = 1 − y−1/γ(x)L(y, x), (1)
where γ(.) is an unknown positive function of the covariate x and, for x
fixed, L(., x) is a slowly varying function, i.e. for λ > 0,
lim
y→∞
L(λy, x)
L(y, x)
= 1.
Given a sample (Y1, x1), . . . , (Yn, xn) of independent observations from (1),
our aim is to build a point-wise estimator of the function γ. More precisely,
for a given t ∈ E, we want to estimate γ(t), focusing on the case where the
design points x1, . . . , xn are non random. To this end, for all r > 0, let us
denote by B(t, r) the ball centered at point t and with radius r defined by
B(t, r) = {x ∈ E, d(x, t) ≤ r}
and let hn,t be a positive sequence tending to zero as n goes to infinity. The
proposed estimator uses a moving window approach since it is based on the
response variables Y ′i s for which the associated covariates x
′
is belong to the
ball B(t, hn,t). The proportion of such design points is thus defined by
ϕ(hn,t) =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
I{xi ∈ B(t, hn,t)}
and plays an important role in this study. It describes how the design points
concentrate in the neighborhood of t when hn,t goes to zero, similarly to the
small ball probability does, see for instance the monograph on functional
data analysis [18]. Thus, the nonrandom number of observations in (0,∞)×
B(t, hn,t) is given by mn,t = nϕ(hn,t). Let {Zi(t), i = 1, . . . ,mn,t} be the
response variables Y ′i s for which the associated covariates x
′
is belong to the
ball B(t, hn,t) and let Z1,mn,t(t) ≤ . . . ≤ Zmn,t,mn,t(t) be the corresponding
order statistics. Our family of estimators of γ(t) is defined by
γ̂n(t,W ) =
kn,t
∑
i=1
i log
(
Zmn,t−i+1,mn,t(t)
Zmn,t−i,mn,t(t)
)
W (i/kn,t, t)
/kn,t
∑
i=1
W (i/kn,t, t) ,
(2)
where kn,t is a sequence of integers such that 1 ≤ kn,t < mn,t and W (., t) a
function defined on (0, 1) such that
∫ 1
0 W (s, t)ds 6= 0. Thus, without loss of
generality, we can assume that
∫ 1
0 W (s, t)ds = 1. Note that this family of
estimators is an extension of estimators proposed in [3] in the situation where
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there is no covariate information. In this latter case, we also refer to [10]
for the definition of kernel estimators based on non-increasing and non-
negative functions, and to [21] for a similar work dedicated to Weibull tail-
distributions. In [33], Viharos discusses the choice of the weight function to
obtain universal asymptotic normality of the corresponding weighted least-
squares estimator.
We also introduce the following extended family of estimators:
γ̃n(t, µ
W) =
kn,t
∑
i=1
i log
(
Zmn,t−i+1,mn,t(t)
Zmn,t−i,mn,t(t)
)
µWi,n(t)
/kn,t
∑
i=1
µWi,n(t) , (3)
where the weights µWi,n(t) are defined by µ
W
i,n(t) = W (i/kn,t, t)(1 + o(1))
uniformly in i = 1, . . . , kn,t.
3 Main results
We first give all the conditions we assume in order to obtain the asymptotic
normality of our estimators. In the sequel, we fix t ∈ E such that γ(t) > 0.
Assumptions on the conditional distribution. Let x ∈ E be fixed.
Then, model (1) is well known to be equivalent to the so-called first order
condition
U(y, x)
def
= inf{s;F (s, x) ≥ 1 − 1/y} = yγ(x)`(y, x), (4)
where, for x fixed, `(., x) is a slowly varying function. The function U(., x)
is said to be regularly varying with index γ(x). We refer to [6] for a detailed
account on this topic. The conditions are:
(A.1) The conditional cumulative distribution F (., t) is continuous.
(A.2) There exists positive constants cU , zU and αU ≤ 1 such that for all
x ∈ B(t, 1),
sup
z≥zU
∣
∣
∣
∣
logU(z, x)
logU(z, t)
− 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ cUdαU (x, t).
(A.3) There exists a negative function ρ(t) and a rate function b(., t) satis-
fying b(y, t) → 0 as y → ∞, such that for all λ ≥ 1,
log
(
`(λy, t)
`(y, t)
)
= b(y, t)
1
ρ(t)
(λρ(t) − 1)(1 + o(1)),
where ”o” is uniform in λ ≥ 1 as y → ∞.
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Conditions (A.1) and (A.2) are regularity conditions on the conditional dis-
tribution function. The second-order condition (A.3) on the slowly varying
function is the cornerstone to establish the asymptotic normality of tail in-
dex estimators. It is used in [25] to prove the asymptotic normality of the
Hill estimator. The second order parameter ρ(t) < 0 tunes the rate of con-
vergence of `(λt, x)/`(t, x) to 1. The closer ρ(t) is to 0, the slower is the
convergence. The function b(., t) is usually called the bias function, since
it drives the asymptotic behavior of most tail index estimators. It can be
shown that necessarily, b(., t) is regularly varying with index ρ(t) (see [22]).
Assumptions on the weights. The next assumption is assumed in The-
orem 2.2 of [3], a stronger version of Theorem 2.1, adequate to derive
the asymptotic normality of kernel type statistics based on the scaled log-
spacings.
(B.1) The function s→ sW (s, t) is absolutely continuous, i.e. there exists a
function u(., t) defined on (0, 1) such that
sW (s, t) =
∫ s
0
u(ξ, t)dξ (5)
with, for all j = 1, . . . , kn,t,
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
kn,t
∫ j/kn,t
(j−1)/kn,t
u(ξ, t)dξ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
< g
(
j
kn,t + 1
, t
)
, (6)
where g(., t) is a positive continuous function defined on (0, 1) and
satisfying
∫ 1
0
max(1, log(1/s))g(s, t)ds <∞. (7)
(B.2) There exists a constant δ > 0 such that
∫ 1
0 |W (s, t)|2+δds <∞.
Assumptions on the sequences kn,t and hn,t. We assume that kn,t is
an intermediate sequence, which is a classical assumption in extreme-value
analysis:
(C) nϕ(hn,t)/kn,t → ∞ and kn,t → ∞.
Remark that (C) implies nϕ(hn,t) → ∞ i.e. the number of points in (0,∞)×
B(t, hn,t) goes to infinity as the total number of points does.
In order to simplify the notations, let
bn,t
def
= b
(
nϕ(hn,t)
kn,t
, t
)
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and introduce the rescaled log-spacings
Ci,n(t)
def
= i log
(
Zmn,t−i+1,mn,t(t)
Zmn,t−i,mn,t(t)
)
, i = 1, . . . , kn,t,
such that estimator (2) can be rewritten as
γ̂n(t,W ) =
kn,t
∑
i=1
Ci,n(t)W (i/kn,t, t)
/kn,t
∑
i=1
W (i/kn,t, t) .
Besides, in the following, each vector {vi,n, i = 1, . . . , kn,t} is denoted by
{vi,n}i. Our first main result establishes the exponential regression model
for {Ci,n(t)}i.
Theorem 1 Suppose (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (B.1) and (C) hold. Then,
the random vector {Ci,n(t)}i has the same distribution as
{[(
γ(t) + bn,t
(
i
kn,t + 1
)−ρ(t)
)
Fi + βi,n(t) + oP (bn,t)
]
(1 +OP(h
αU
n,t ))
}
i
,
uniformly in i = 1, . . . , kn,t with
1
kn,t
kn,t
∑
i=1
W (i/kn,t, t) βi,n(t) = oP (bn,t) ,
and where F1, . . . , Fkn,t are independent standard exponential variables.
Similar results can be found in [14] for rescaled log-spacings of Weibull-type
random variables, and in [3] in the case of Pareto-type random variables
without covariate. See also [15] for approximations of the Hill process by
sums of standard exponential random variables. In the conditional case,
i.e. when covariate information is available, only few results exist. We re-
fer to [17], Theorem 3.5.2, for the approximation of the nearest neighbors
distribution using the Hellinger distance and to [20] for the study of their
asymptotic distribution. Our second main result establishes the asymptotic
normality of our estimators.
Theorem 2 Suppose (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (B.1), (B.2) and (C) hold.
If, moreover,
k
1/2
n,t bn,t → λ(t) ∈ R and k
1/2
n,t h
αU
n,t → 0 (8)
then
k
1/2
n,t (γ̂n(t,W ) − γ(t) − bn,tAB(t,W ))
d→ N
(
0, γ2(t)AV(t,W )
)
, (9)
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where we have defined
AB(t,W ) =
∫ 1
0
W (s, t)s−ρ(t)ds and AV(t,W ) =
∫ 1
0
W 2(s, t)ds.
It appears that the asymptotic bias involves two parts. The first one is given
by bn,t and thus depends on the original distribution itself. The second one
is given by AB(t,W ). This multiplicative factor can be made small by an
appropriate choice of the weighting function W as we may see in the next
section. Similarly, the variance term is inversely proportional to kn,t, the
number of observations used to build the estimator, and the multiplicative
coefficient γ2(t)AV(t,W ) can also be adjusted. When λ(t) 6= 0, the first
part of condition (8) forces the bias to be of the same order as the standard-
deviation. The second part k
1/2
n,t h
αU
n,t → 0 is due to the functional nature of
the tail index to estimate. It imposes the fluctuations of t → U(., t) to be
negligible compared to the standard deviation of the estimator.
The following result establishes that the estimators in extended family (3)
inherits the asymptotic distribution of estimators in family (2).
Corollary 1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2,
k
1/2
n,t (γ̃n(t, µ
W) − γ(t) − bn,tAB(t,W )) d→ N
(
0, γ2(t)AV(t,W )
)
. (10)
We now propose a precise evaluation of the rate of convergence obtained in
Theorem 2 in the particular framework of multidimensional nonparametric
regression.
Corollary 2 Let E = Rp and suppose (B.1), (B.2) hold. If, moreover, γ is
α-Lipschitzian, the slowly-varying function L in (1) is such that L(y, x) = 1
for all (y, x) ∈ R+ × Rp and
lim inf
n→∞
ϕ(hn,t)/h
p
n,t > 0, (11)
then the convergences in distribution (9) and (10) hold with rate n
α
p+2α ηn,
where ηn → 0 arbitrarily slowly.
Condition (11) is an assumption on the multidimensional design and on the
distance d. Lemma 3 in Section 6 provides an example of design fulfilling this
assumption. Under the condition on the slowly varying function L(y, x) = 1
for all (y, x) ∈ R+ × Rp, estimating γ(x) is a nonparametric regression
problem since γ(x) = E(log Y |X = x). Let us highlight that the convergence
rate provided by Corollary 2 is, up to the ηn factor, the optimal convergence
rate for estimating α-Lipschitzian regression function in Rp, see [32].
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4 Discussion on the choice of the weights
In order to illustrate the usefulness of our results, we first provide two exam-
ples of weights extending classical extreme index estimators to the presence
of covariates. Second, we propose some ”optimal” choices of weights in
the theoretical situation where the second order parameter ρ(t) is known.
Finally, we give some ideas to overcome this restrictive assumption.
4.1 Two classical examples of weights
We first introduce an adaptation of Hill estimator to take into account
the covariate information. Considering in (2) the constant weight function
WH(s, t) = 1 for all s ∈ [0, 1] yields
γ̂n(t,W
H) =
1
kn,t
kn,t
∑
i=1
i log
(
Zmn,t−i+1,mn,t(t)
Zmn,t−i,mn,t(t)
)
(12)
which is formally the same expression as in [26]. Clearly, W H satisfies the as-
sumptions (B.1) and (B.2) and then the asymptotic normality of γ̂n(t,W
H)
is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.
Corollary 3 Under (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (C) and (8), the convergence
in distribution (9) holds for γ̂n(t,W
H) with AB(t,W H) = 1/(1 − ρ(t)) and
AV(t,W H) = 1.
Similarly, we define a Zipf estimator (proposed simultaneously by Kratz and
Resnick [27] and Schultze and Steinebach [30]) adapted to our conditional
framework. To this end, let us remark that the pairs

τi,n(t)
def
=
mn,t
∑
j=i
1
j
, log(Zmn,t−i+1,mn,t(t))

 , i = 1, . . . ,mn,t,
are approximatively distributed on a line of slope γ(t) at least for small
values of i and for hn,t close to zero, since τi,n(t) is the expectation of
log(Zmn,t−i+1,mn,t(t)) when the associated slowly-varying function is con-
stant. Thus, one can propose a least-squares estimator based on the kn,t
largest observations :
γ̃n(t, µ
Z) =
kn,t
∑
i=1
(τi,n(t)−τ̄n(t)) log(Zmn,t−i+1,mn,t(t))
/ kn,t
∑
i=1
(τi,n(t)−τ̄n(t))τi,n(t),
(13)
where τ̄n(t) =
1
kn,t
∑kn,t
i=1 τi,n(t). Since (13) can be rewritten as
γ̃n(t, µ
Z) =
kn,t
∑
i=1
i log
(
Zmn,t−i+1,mn,t(t)
Zmn,t−i,mn,t(t)
)
µZi,n (t)
/ kn,t
∑
i=1
µZi,n (t) ,
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with
µZi,n(t) =
1
i
i
∑
j=1
(τj,n(t) − τ̄n(t)) = − log (i/kn,t) (1 + o(1)),
uniformly in i = 1, . . . , kn,t (see Section 6 for a proof), it appears that
this estimator belongs to the extended family (3) associated to the weight
function W Z(s, t) = − log(s). Lemma 2 in Section 6 shows that condition
(B.1) is fulfilled with g(s, t) = 1 − log(s) and thus Corollary 1 yields
Corollary 4 Under (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (C) and (8), the convergence
in distribution (10) holds for γ̃n(t, µ
Z) with AB(t,W Z) = 1/(1 − ρ(t))2 and
AV(t,W Z) = 2.
4.2 Theoretical choices of weights
In this subsection, three problems are addressed: The construction of asymp-
totically unbiased estimators, of minimum variance estimators and of mini-
mum variance asymptotically unbiased estimators.
Asymptotically unbiased estimators. We propose to combine two weights
functions in order to cancel the asymptotic bias. More precisely, we use the
following result, which proof is straightforward.
Proposition 1 Given two weights functions W1(., t) and W2(., t) satisfying
(B.1) and (B.2) and a function α(t) defined on E, the weight function
α(t)W1(., t) + (1 − α(t))W2(., t) also satisfies (B.1) and (B.2).
Hence, Theorem 2 entails that the asymptotic bias of the obtained estimator
is given by bn,t (α(t)AB(t,W1) + (1 − α(t))AB(t,W2)). Clearly, if W1(., t) 6=
W2(., t), choosing
α(t) =
AB(t,W2)
AB(t,W2) −AB(t,W1)
, (14)
permits to cancel the asymptotic bias. As an example, one can combine
the weights of the conditional Hill and Zipf estimators defined respectively
by (12) and (13) to obtain an asymptotically unbiased estimator γ̂n(t,W
HZ)
with
WHZ(s, t) =
1
ρ(t)
−
(
1 − 1
ρ(t)
)
log(s).
The following result is a direct consequence of the above results.
Corollary 5 Under (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (C) and (8), the convergence in
distribution (9) holds for γ̂n(t,W
HZ) with AB(t,W HZ) = 0 and AV(t,W HZ) =
1 + (1 − 1/ρ(t))2.
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Minimum variance estimator. It is also of interest to find the weights
minimizing the variance. The following result is the key tool to answer this
question.
Proposition 2 Let t ∈ E. The unique continuous function W (., t) such
that
∫ 1
0 W (s, t)ds = 1 and minimizing
∫ 1
0 W
2(s, t)ds is given by W (s, t) = 1
for all s ∈ [0, 1].
It thus appears that the conditional Hill estimator (12) is the unique mini-
mum variance estimator in (2).
Asymptotically unbiased estimator with minimum variance. Fi-
nally, we provide the asymptotically unbiased estimator with minimum vari-
ance.
Proposition 3 Let t ∈ E. The unique continuous function W (., t) such
that
∫ 1
0 W (s, t)ds = 1,
∫ 1
0 W (s, t)s
−ρ(t)ds = 0 and minimizing
∫ 1
0 W
2(s, t)ds
is given by
W opt(s, t) =
ρ(t) − 1
ρ2(t)
(
ρ(t) − 1 + (1 − 2ρ(t))s−ρ(t)
)
.
Remark that W opt(s, t) = α(t)W1(s, t)+(1−α(t))W2(s, t) with W1(s, t) = 1
for all s ∈ (0, 1), W2(s, t) = (1 − ρ(t))s−ρ(t) and α(t) = (1 − ρ(t))2/ρ2(t)
defined as in (14). From Lemma 2, W1(., t) and W2(., t) both satisfy (B.1),
with g1(s, t) = 1, g2(s, t) = (1−ρ(t))2s−ρ(t) and (B.2). Thus, Proposition 1
and Theorem 2 yield the following corollary:
Corollary 6 Under (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (C) and (8), the convergence in
distribution (9) holds for γ̂n(t,W
opt) with AB(t,W opt) = 0 and AV(t,W opt) =
(1 − 1/ρ(t))2.
Unsurprisingly, the estimators γ̂n(t,W
HZ) and γ̂n(t,W
opt) requires the knowl-
edge of the second order parameter ρ(t). The estimation of the function
t→ ρ(t) is beyond the scope of this paper, we refer to [1, 2, 23, 7] for estima-
tors of the second order parameter when there is no covariate information.
The definition of estimators of the conditional second order parameter is
part of our future work as well as the study of the asymptotic properties
of the γ(t) estimator obtained by plugging the estimation of ρ(t). Here, we
limit ourselves to illustrating in the next subsection the effect of using a
arbitrary chosen value.
4.3 Practical choice of weights
In this subsection, we study the behavior of the estimators γ̂n(t,W
HZ) and
γ̂n(t,W
opt) in which we replace the second order parameter ρ(t) by a arbi-
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trary value ρ∗ < 0. We then define γ̂n(t,W
HZ
ρ∗ ) and γ̂n(t,W
opt
ρ∗ ) with respec-
tive weights
WHZρ∗ (s, t) =
1
ρ∗
−
(
1 − 1
ρ∗
)
log(s),
W optρ∗ (s, t) =
ρ∗ − 1
(ρ∗)2
(
ρ∗ − 1 + (1 − 2ρ∗)s−ρ∗
)
.
From the theoretical point of view, the following corollary illustrates the
consequence of misspecifying the second order parameter on the asymptotic
distribution.
Corollary 7 Under (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (C) and (8), the convergence in
distribution (9) holds for γ̂n(t,W
HZ
ρ∗ ) and γ̂n(t,W
opt
ρ∗ ) with
AB(t,W HZρ∗ ) = ρ
∗−ρ(t)
ρ∗(1−ρ(t))2 , AV(t,W HZρ∗ ) = 1 + (1 − 1/ρ∗)2,
AB(t,W optρ∗ ) = (1−ρ
∗)(ρ∗−ρ(t))
ρ∗(1−ρ(t))(1−ρ∗−ρ(t)) , AV(t,W
opt
ρ∗ ) = (1 − 1/ρ∗)2.
The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 2. It appears that a bias is
introduced in the asymptotic distribution. Let us also note that the asymp-
totic bias of the estimators γ̂n(t,W
HZ
ρ∗ ) and γ̂n(t,W
opt
ρ∗ ) are of same sign. In
terms of variance, such a misspecification can allow an improvement since
ρ∗ ≤ ρ(t) yields AV(t,W optρ∗ ) ≤ AV(t,W opt) and AV(t,W HZρ∗ ) ≤ AV(t,W HZ),
see Figure 1. The densities of the asymptotic distributions of γ̂n(t,W
HZ
ρ∗ )
are represented for different choices of ρ∗ in case of a Burr distribution with
extreme-value index γ(t) = 0.3 and second order parameter ρ(t) = −1.
Here, mn,t = 5000 and kn,t = 500 leading to bn,t ' −0.08. Clearly, choosing
a small value of ρ∗ is better than choosing a large one. In fact, it is eas-
ily seen that AV(t,W HZρ∗ ) → AV(t,W Z) and AB(t,W HZρ∗ ) → AB(t,W Z) as
ρ∗ → −∞, whereas AV(t,W HZρ∗ ) → +∞ and AB(t,W HZρ∗ ) → +∞ as ρ∗ → 0.
Similar conclusions hold for γ̂n(t,W
opt). The consequences of the misspeci-
fication of the second order parameter on the relative efficiency are studied
in [8] in the unconditional case.
From the practical point of view, the four estimators γ̂n(t,W
H), γ̃n(t, µ
Z),
γ̂n(t,W
HZ) and γ̂n(t,W
opt) are easily implementable. The remainder of this
paragraph is devoted to their comparison. Simple calculations lead to the
following partition of the (ρ, ρ∗) plane into 5 areas (see Figure 2) defined as
A={ρ(t) < 0, ρ(t)/(2 − ρ(t)) ≤ ρ∗ < 0}, where
AB(t,W Z) ≤ AB(t,W H) ≤ |AB(t,W HZρ∗ )| ≤ |AB(t,W optρ∗ )|,
B={ρ(t) < 0, (1 −
√
1 − 2ρ(t))/2 ≤ ρ∗ ≤ ρ(t)/(2 − ρ(t))}, where
AB(t,W Z) ≤ |AB(t,W HZρ∗ )| ≤ AB(t,W H) ≤ |AB(t,W optρ∗ )|,
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C={ρ(t) < 0, ρ(t)/2 ≤ ρ∗ ≤ (1 −
√
1 − 2ρ(t))/2}, where
AB(t,W Z) ≤ |AB(t,W HZρ∗ )| ≤ |AB(t,W optρ∗ )| ≤ AB(t,W H),
D={ρ(t) < 0, ρ1(t) ≤ ρ∗ ≤ ρ(t)/2} ∪ {ρ(t) < 0, ρ∗ ≤ ρ2(t)}, where
|AB(t,W HZρ∗ )| ≤ AB(t,W Z) ≤ |AB(t,W optρ∗ )| ≤ AB(t,W H),
E={ρ(t) < 0, ρ2(t) ≤ ρ∗ ≤ ρ1(t)}, where
|AB(t,W HZρ∗ )| ≤ |AB(t,W optρ∗ )| ≤ AB(t,W Z) ≤ AB(t,W H),
and with frontier functions
ρ1(t) =
ρ(t) − 1 −
√
(1 − ρ(t))2 + 4(1 − ρ(t))
2
,
ρ2(t) =
(2 + ρ(t))(ρ(t) − 1) +
√
(2 + ρ(t))2(1 − ρ(t))2 − 4ρ(t)(ρ(t) − 1)(ρ(t) − 2)
2(ρ(t) − 2) .
Next, concerning the corresponding asymptotic variances, we have:
In the half-plane N (ρ∗ ≥ −1 −
√
2),
AV(t,W H) ≤ AV(t,W Z) ≤ AV(t,W optρ∗ ) ≤ AV(t,W HZρ∗ ).
In the half-plane S (ρ∗ ≤ −1 −
√
2),
AV(t,W H) ≤ AV(t,W optρ∗ ) ≤ AV(t,W Z) ≤ AV(t,W HZρ∗ ).
These inequalities are summarized in Figure 2. For practical reasons, we
limit ρ(t) in [−10, 0] and ρ∗ in [−4, 0]. The dashed line represents the case
ρ∗ = ρ(t).
5 Illustration on real data
In this section, we propose to illustrate our approach on the daily mean
discharges (in cubic meters per second) of the Chelmer river collected by
the Springfield gauging station, from 1969 to 2005. These data are provided
by the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (United Kingdom) and are avail-
able at http://www.ceh.ac.uk/data/nrfa. In this context, the variable
of interest Y is the daily flow of the river and the bi-dimensional covariate
x = (x1, x2) is built as follows: x1 ∈ {1969, 1970, . . . , 2005} is the year of
measurement and x2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 365} is the day. The size of the dataset is
n = 13, 505.
The smoothing parameter hn,t as well as the number of upper order
statistics kn,t are assumed to be independent of t, they are thus denoted
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by hn and kn respectively. They are selected by minimizing the following
distance between conditional Hill and Zipf estimators:
min
hn,kn
max
t∈T
|γ̂n(t,WH) − γ̃n(t, µZ)| ,
where T = {1969, 1970, . . . , 2005} × {15, 45, . . . , 345}. This heuristics is
commonly used in functional estimation and relies on the idea that, for a
properly chosen pair (hn, kn) both estimates γ̂n(t,W
H) and γ̃n(t, µ
Z) should
approximately yield the same value. The selected value of hn corresponds to
a smoothing over 4 years on x1 and 2 months on x2. Each ball B(t, hn), t ∈ T
contains mn = nϕ(hn) = 1089 points and kn = 54 rescaled log-spacings
are used. This choice of kn can be validated by computing on each ball
B(t, hn), t ∈ T the χ2 distance to the standard exponential distribution. The
histogram of these distances is superimposed in Figure 3 to the theoretical
density of the corresponding χ2 distribution. For instance, at level 5%, the
χ2 goodness of fit test rejects the exponential assumption in 5.7% of the
balls. Verifying the independence assumption is more difficult. The use of
declustering techniques [28] could help to identify independent events in the
data record. In this illustration, we limit ourselves to supposing that the
Springfield gauging station is close enough from the source of the Chelmer
river so that the daily mean discharges are independent from one day to
another one.
The resulting conditional Zipf estimator is presented on Figure 4. The
obtained values are located in the interval [0.2, 0.7]. It appears that the es-
timated tail index is almost independent of the year but strongly dependent
of the day. The heaviest tails are obtained in September, which means that,
during this month, extreme flows are more likely than during the rest of
year.
6 Proofs
For the sake of simplicity, in the sequel, we note kt for kn,t, bt for bn,t, mt
for mn,t and ht for hn,t.
6.1 Preliminary results
This first lemma provides sufficient conditions on γ and ` to obtain (A.2).
The following condition (15) controls the variations of log ` with respect to
its second argument, whereas assumption (A.3) controls the variations with
respect to the first argument.
Lemma 1 Assume that the first-order condition (4) holds. If, moreover,
there exists positive constants z`, c`, cγ , αγ ≤ 1 and α` ≤ 1 such that for all
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x ∈ B(t, 1),
|γ(x) − γ(t)| ≤ cγdαγ (x, t),
sup
z>z`
∣
∣
∣
∣
log
(
`(z, x)
`(z, t)
)∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ c`dα`(x, t), (15)
then (A.2) is verified with αU = min(α`, αγ).
Proof − Under (4), we have
logU(z, x)
logU(z, t)
− 1 =
(γ(x) − γ(t)) log(z) + log
(
`(z,x)
`(z,t)
)
log(z)γ(t)
(
1 + log `(z,t)γ(t) log(z)
) .
Using the well-known property of slowly varying functions log `(z, x)/log(z) →
0 as z → ∞, and taking into account that γ(t) > 0, it follows that, for z
large enough, there exists a constant c′γ > 0 such that
∣
∣
∣
∣
logU(z, x)
logU(z, t)
− 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤
c′γ
γ(t)
dαγ (x, t) +
∣
∣
∣
∣
log
(
`(z, x)
`(z, t)
)∣
∣
∣
∣
≤
c′γ
γ(t)
dαγ (x, t) + c`d
α`(x, t),
and the conclusion follows.
The next lemma provides sufficient conditions on the weights to verify con-
dition (B.1).
Lemma 2 Let W (., t) be a differentiable function on (0, 1). If sW (s, t) → 0
as s → 0 then (5) holds with u(s, t) = ∂sW (s, t)/∂s. Furthermore, if there
exists a positive and monotone function φ(., t) defined on (0, 1) such that
max(|u(s, t)|, |W (s, t)|) ≤ φ(s, t), φ(1, t) <∞ and φ(., t) is integrable at the
origin then (6) and (7) are satisfied.
Proof − Clearly, since W (., t) is a differentiable function with sW (s, t) → 0
as s → 0, the function sW (s, t) is absolutely continuous with u(s, t) =
∂sW (s, t)/∂s. Furthermore, for all j = 2, . . . , kt,
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
kt
∫ j/kt
(j−1)/kt
u(ξ, t)dξ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ sup
s∈[(j−1)/kt,j/kt]
φ(s, t).
Since φ(., t) is monotone on (0, 1), we have:
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
kt
∫ j/kt
(j−1)/kt
u(ξ, t)dξ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤



φ
(
j−1
kt
, t
)
≤ φ
(
1
2
j
kt+1
, t
)
if φ(., t) is decreasing,
φ
(
j
kt
, t
)
≤ φ
(
2 jkt+1 , t
)
if φ(., t) is increasing.
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For j = 1, we have
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
kt
∫ 1/kt
0
u(ξ, t)dξ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
=
∣
∣
∣
∣
W
(
1
kt
, t
)∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ φ
(
1
kt
, t
)
≤ g
(
1
kt + 1
, t
)
,
where
g(s, t) =
{
φ(s/2, t) if φ(., t) is decreasing,
φ(2s, t) if φ(., t) is increasing.
As a conclusion, condition (6) is verified. From Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
to prove (7), it only remains to verify that
∫ 1
0 g(s, t)ds < +∞. This is a
consequence of the integrability of φ(., t) at the origin.
We now provide and example of a multidimensional design points and a
distance d satisfying condition (11). In simple words, Lemma 3 states that, if
the n covariates are distributed on a ”rectangular” grid in Rp, the proportion
of points in B(t, hn,t) is asymptotically proportional to the volume of this
ball. See [18], Lemma 13.13 for a similar result in the random design setting.
Lemma 3 Let E = Rp, d(x, t) = ‖x − t‖∞ and let G be a p-dimensional
cumulative distribution function associated to a density function g such that
g(t) 6= 0. Assume moreover that G admits independent margins G1, . . . , Gp
with bounded supports, n1/p ∈ N, and define the lattice L = {1, 2, . . . , n1/p}p
in Np. We define the multidimensional design by {xβ , β ∈ L} where β =
(β1, . . . , βp) ∈ Np is a multi-index and such that each coordinate of xβ is
given by
(xβ)j
def
= xβj
def
= G−1j
(
βj − 1
n1/p − 1
)
, j = 1, . . . , p.
Suppose nhpt → ∞, then ϕ(ht) = (2ht)pg(t)(1 + o(1)).
Proof − Using the above definitions, we have
ϕ(ht) =
1
n
∑
β∈L
I{‖xβ − t‖∞ ≤ h}
=
1
n
n1/p
∑
β1=1
. . .
n1/p
∑
βp=1
p
∏
j=1
I{tj − ht ≤ xβj ≤ tj + ht}
=
1
n
p
∏
j=1
n1/p
∑
βj=1
I{tj − ht ≤ xβj ≤ tj + ht}
=
1
n
p
∏
j=1
n1/p
∑
βj=1
I
{
Gj(tj − ht) ≤
βj − 1
n1/p − 1 ≤ Gj(tj + ht)
}
= (1 − n−1/p)p
p
∏
j=1
1
n1/p − 1
n1/p
∑
βj=1
Qj
(
βj − 1
n1/p − 1
)
, (16)
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where the following indicator function
Qj(u) = I {Gj(tj − ht) ≤ u ≤ Gj(tj + ht)}
is introduced for u ∈ [0, 1]. The above Riemann’s sums can be approximated
as
1
n1/p − 1
n1/p
∑
βj=1
Qj
(
βj − 1
n1/p − 1
)
=
∫ 1
0
Qj(u)du +O(n
−1/p)
= Gj(tj + ht) −Gj(tj − ht) +O(n−1/p)
= 2htgj(tj) + o(ht) +O(n
−1/p)
= 2htgj(tj)(1 + o(1)),
since we assumed that g(t) 6= 0 and nhpt → ∞. Replacing in (16), the result
follows.
6.2 Proofs of main results
Proof of Theorem 1− Under (A.1) we have {Zmt−i+1,mt(t)}i
d
= {U(V −1i,mt , xi)}i
where V1,mt ≤ . . . ≤ Vmt,mt are the order statistics associated to the sample
V1, . . . , Vmt of independent uniform variables. It follows that:
{log(Zmt−i+1,mt(t))}i
d
=
{
log(U(V −1i,mt , t))
(
1 +
log(U(V −1i,mt , xi))
log(U(V −1i,mt , t))
− 1
)}
i
def
=
{
log(U(V −1i,mt , t)) (1 + εn,i)
}
i
.
Now, assumption (C) entails that for all i = 1, . . . , kt,
V −1i,mt ≥ V
−1
kt,mt
= (mt/kt)(1 + oP(1))
P→ ∞,
which implies that, for n large enough, V −1i,mt ≥ zU for all i = 1, . . . , kt.
Consequently, (A.2) implies that
max
i=1,...,kt
|εn,i| ≤ cUhαUt ,
and we thus have {log(Zmt−i+1,mt(t))}i
d
= {log(U(V −1i,mt , t))(1+OP (h
αU
t ))}i.
The end of the proof is then a direct consequence of the following result
(see [3], Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 for a proof):
{
i log
(
U(V −1i,mt , t)
U(V −1i+1,mt , t)
)}
i
=
{(
γ(t) + bt
(
i
kt + 1
)−ρ(t)
)
Fi + βi,n(t) + oP(bt)
}
i
,
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where {Fi}i def= {i log(V −1i,mt/V
−1
i+1,mt
)}i are independent standard exponential
variables and with (under (B.1))
kt
∑
i=1
(
1
i
∫ i/kt
0
u(s, t)ds
)
βi,n(t) =
1
kt
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t) βi,n(t) = oP(bt).
Proof of Theorem 2 − From Theorem 1, we have
(
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t)
)
γ̂n(t,W )
d
= γ(t)(1 +OP(h
αU
t ))
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t)Fi
+ (1 +OP(h
αU
t ))bt
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t)
(
i
kt + 1
)−ρ(t)
Fi
+ (1 +OP(h
αU
t ))
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t)βi,n(t)
+ oP(bt)
kt
∑
i=1
|W (i/kt, t)|.
Introducing
T1,n =
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t)(Fi − 1), T2,n =
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t)
(
i
kt + 1
)−ρ(t)
(Fi − 1),
T3,n =
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t)βi,n(t), T4,n = bt
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t)
(
i
kt + 1
)−ρ(t)
,
T5,n =
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t), T6,n =
kt
∑
i=1
|W (i/kt, t)|, T7,n =
(
kt
∑
i=1
W 2(i/kt, t)
)1/2
,
we obtain the following expansion:
T5,n
T7,n
(
γ̂n(t,W ) − γ(t) −
T4,n
T5,n
)
d
=
(
γ(t)
T1,n
T7,n
+ bt
T2,n
T7,n
+
T3,n
T7,n
)
(1 +OP(h
αU
t ))
+
(
T4,n
T7,n
+
T5,n
T7,n
)
OP(h
αU
t ) +
T6,n
T7,n
oP(bt). (17)
Let δ be defined by (C.2). From Lindeberg theorem, a sufficient condition
for T1,n/T7,n
d→ N (0, 1) is that
kt
∑
i=1
|W (i/kt, t)|2+δ/T 2+δ7,n → 0. (18)
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Since, for any integrable function ψ, the following convergence of Riemann
sum holds,
1
kt
kt
∑
i=1
ψ
(
i
kt
)
→
∫ 1
0
ψ(s)ds, (19)
it follows that T7,n = k
1/2
t AV(t,W )1/2(1 + o(1)). Thus, using again (19),
kt
∑
i=1
|W (i/kt, t)|2+δ/T 2+δ7,n = O(k
−δ/2
t ),
showing that condition (18) is satisfied and
T1,n/T7,n
d→ N (0, 1). (20)
Next, we focus on the term T2,n/T7,n. Remarking that this term is centered,
and that its variance is finite, we can conclude that
T2,n/T7,n = OP(1). (21)
Theorem 1 shows that
T3,n/T7,n = oP(k
1/2
t bt) = oP(1). (22)
From repeated use of (19), it follows that
T4,n/T5,n = btAB(t,W )(1 + o(1)) (23)
T4,n/T7,n = O(k
1/2
t bt) = O(1) (24)
T5,n/T7,n = k
1/2
t AV(t,W )−1/2(1 + o(1)) (25)
T6,n/T7,n = O(k
1/2
t ). (26)
Replacing (21)–(26) in (17) yields
k
1/2
t AV(t,W )−1/2 (γ̂n(t, µ) − γ(t) − btAB(t,W ))
d
= γ(t)T1,n/T7,n +O(k
1/2
t h
αU
t ) + oP (1),
and (20) gives the result.
Proof of Corollary 1 − The proof consists in remarking that
γ̃n(t, µ) − γ(t) − btAB(t,W )
=
kt
∑
i=1
µi,n(t) (Ci,n(t) − γ(t) − btAB(t,W ))
/
kt
∑
i=1
µi,n(t)
= (1 + o(1))
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t) (Ci,n(t) − γ(t) − btAB(t,W ))
/
kt
∑
i=1
W (i/kt, t)
= (1 + o(1)) (γ̂n(t,W ) − γ(t) − btAB(t,W )) ,
and the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.
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Proof of Corollary 2 − Assuming that L(y, x) = 1 for all (y, x) ∈ R+×Rp
implies `(y, x) = 1 in (4) and thus (A.3) holds with b(y, t) = 0. Further-
more, (A.1) is straightforwardly true and since γ is α-Lipschitzian, Lemma 1
entails that (A.2) holds. Choosing hn,t = n
− 1
p+2α and kn,t = n
2α
p+2α η2n, where
ηn → 0 arbitrarily slowly, condition (C) is verified since nhpn,t/kn,t → ∞
and (11) imply nϕ(hn,t)/kn,t → ∞. As a conclusion, Theorem 2 provides
the asymptotic normality of the estimator with convergence rate n
α
p+2α ηn.
Proof of Corollary 4 − Let us first prove that (13) belongs to the extended
family (3). Remarking that
τi,n(t) =
kt
∑
j=i
1
j
+
mt
∑
j=kt+1
1
j
,
estimator (13) can be rewritten as :
kt
∑
i=1
(τi,n(t)−τ̄n(t)) log(Zmt−i+1,mt(t)/Zmt−kt,mt(t))
/
kt
∑
i=1
(τi,n(t)−τ̄n(t))
kt
∑
j=i
1
j
.
(27)
Next, since
log(Zmt−i+1,mt(t)/Zmt−kt,mt(t)) =
kt
∑
j=i
log(Zmt−j+1,mt(t)/Zmt−j,mt(t)),
inverting the sums in (27), it appears that (13) belongs to family (3) with
µZi,n(t) =
1
i
i
∑
j=1
(τj,n(t) − τ̄n(t)).
Second, we prove that, uniformly in i = 1, . . . , kt,
µZi,n(t) = − log (i/kt) (1 + o(1)). (28)
For the sake of simplicity, we introduce the following notation:
Si,mt =
1
i
i
∑
j=1
τj,n(t) =
1
i
i
∑
j=1
mt
∑
l=j
1
l
, i = 1, . . . , kt,
so that µZi,n(t) = Si,mt − Skt,mt . Furthermore, for i = 2, . . . , kt,
Si,mt =
1
i
i−1
∑
j=1
mt
∑
l=j
1
l
+
1
i
mt
∑
l=i
1
l
=
i− 1
i
Si−1,mt +
1
i
mt
∑
l=i
1
l
= Si−1,mt −
1
i
(
Si−1,mt −
mt
∑
l=i
1
l
)
,
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and remarking that
Si−1,mt −
mt
∑
l=i
1
l
=
1
i− 1
i−1
∑
j=1
i−1
∑
l=j
1
l
= 1,
we obtain the following recursive relation: Si,mt = Si−1,mt − 1/i for i =
2, . . . , kt. We thus have a simplified expression of the weights:
µZi,n(t) =



kt
∑
l=i+1
1
l i = 1, . . . , kt − 1,
0 i = kt.
We are now in position to evaluate the difference between µZi,n(t) and − log(i/kt).
For i = 1, . . . , kt − 1,
− log (i/kt) = log
(
kt
∏
l=i+1
l
l − 1
)
=
kt
∑
l=i+1
log
(
1 +
1
l − 1
)
,
and consequently,
− log (i/kt) − µZi,n(t) =



kt
∑
l=i+1
(
log
(
1 + 1l−1
)
− 1l
)
i = 1, . . . , kt − 1,
0 i = kt.
(29)
Remarking that for l ≥ 2 the following inequality holds,
0 ≤ log
(
1 +
1
l − 1
)
− 1
l
≤ 1
l2
,
we deduce from (29) that for i = 1, . . . , kt − 1,
0 ≤ − log (i/kt) − µZi,n(t) ≤
kt
∑
l=i+1
1
l2
.
Furthermore, since
kt
∑
l=i+1
1
l2
≤
∫ kt
i
1
x2
dx =
1
i
− 1
kt
,
we have for i = 1, . . . , kt − 1,
0 ≤ 1 − µZi,n(t)/ log(kt/i) ≤ −
1
log(i/kt)
(
1
i
− 1
kt
)
.
Finally, since the sequence
h(i) = − 1
log(i/kt)
(
1
i
− 1
kt
)
, i ∈ [1, kt[
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is decreasing, we have for i = 1, . . . , kt − 1
0 ≤ 1 − µZi,n(t)/ log(kt/i) ≤
1
log(kt)
(
1 − 1
kt
)
,
proving that (28) is true. The end of the proof is a consequence of Corollary 1
and Theorem 2.
Proof of Proposition 2 − For all W such that
∫ 1
0 W (s, t)ds = 1, we have
∫ 1
0
W 2(s, t)ds = 1 +
∫ 1
0
(W (s, t) − 1)2ds,
and thus minimizing the left-hand term
∫ 1
0 W
2(s, t)dt is equivalent to min-
imizing
∫ 1
0 (W (s, t) − 1)2ds. Consequently, the solution of the constrained
optimization problem is W (., t) = 1 almost everywhere on [0, 1]. Since W is
assumed to be continuous, the conclusion follows.
Proof of Proposition 3 − First, we easily check that the functionW opt(., t)
is continuous,
∫ 1
0 W
opt(s, t)ds = 1 and
∫ 1
0 W
opt(s, t)s−ρ(t)ds = 0. Next,
remarking that for all continuous functionW (., t) satisfying
∫ 1
0 W (s, t)ds = 1
and
∫ 1
0 W (s, t)s
−ρ(t)ds = 0, we have
∫ 1
0
W 2(s, t)ds =
(
ρ(t) − 1
ρ(t)
)2
+
∫ 1
0
(W (s, t) −W opt(s, t))2ds,
it appears that minimizing the left-hand term
∫ 1
0 W
2(s, t)ds is equivalent
to minimizing
∫ 1
0 (W (s, t) −W opt(s, t))2ds. Since W (., t) is continuous, the
conclusion of the proof is straightforward.
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Figure 1: Densities of the asymptotic distributions of γ̂n(t,W
HZ
ρ∗ ). Solid curve
ρ∗ = −1, dotted curve ρ∗ = −0.2, dashed curve ρ∗ = −5, solid vertical line:
true value γ, dotted vertical line: γ + bn,kAB(t,W Z), i.e., the mean of the
asymptotic distribution when ρ∗ → −∞.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the asymptotic bias and variances.
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Figure 3: Histogram of the χ2 distances between the rescaled log-spacings
and the standard exponential distribution. The theoretical density of the
corresponding χ2 distribution is superimposed.
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Figure 4: Conditional Zipf estimator γ̃n(t, µ
Z) of the tail index computed on
the real dataset. Two covariates are available: The year ranging from 1969
to 2005 and the day ranging from 1 to 365. For the sake of readability, only
the first letter of the corresponding month is represented.
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